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Last Heroes is an RPG developed by Warfare Studios, the team already behind Vagrant Hearts, Ashes of Immortality, Valiant: Resurrection and Midnight's Blessing. Plot Last Heroes 4: In the midst of a civilization which has turned its back to everything but power, there live people who do not want
to be bound by tradition, don't want to play the roles they have been born for and therefore are not afraid of breaking those traditions they despise. Under the curse of a deadly plague, the hero Roland lives in exile, his friends have disappeared, his life is in ruin... In those desperate times he is
invited by a man from his past and together with three remaining heroes they set off to find a cure in the south, where the medicine they need is said to be. On their journey, they meet Viktor, a knight with a dark past and a damaged soul, but still a hero with a clear vision. Also on the same road,
they meet Vanessa, a mysterious woman who hides something terrible within her past. Together with Roland, they must find out what the secrets of the past are, what is the true reason of their quest, and what has become of their friends. In Last Heroes 4, players will assume the role of heroes
from a fictionalized version of the past, someone who has been displaced from his original time and place, searching for answers to his own past. Key Features: Character Classes The game lets players pick from four character classes: Thaumaturgist (healer), Rogue (dagger and stealth warrior),
Fighter (the melee attack specialist) and Wizard (spellcaster). Strategic Crafting Players will find a variety of crafting materials on their quest, and throughout the journey they will have the opportunity to craft weapon enhancements, potions, mount upgrades, and other gear using these materials.
All equipment can also be improved through the use of rare materials and powerful items. Loot All enemies which fall victim to players' weapons will drop the unique item which can be used to boost the stats of your equipment or turn into a consumable item to heal your allies. Immersion – Last
Heroes 4 is a Role Playing Game Character creation during each playthrough gives players the opportunity to customize their hero's looks, playstyle and personality, and for instance, from the get-go players can choose whether he'll be a charismatic, sarcastic, caring, or mischievous hero.
Campaign world where to descend is procedurally generated each time the player

Incandescent Features Key:
Music by Chad Robson
An awesome soundtrack
Controls
Gamepad support
Move-the-cursor infrared code for Gamepads
Perfect high res screenshots
Great tileset and GUI
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